2012 f450

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very poor contact, had to
write them 3 times before someone responded then told me a deal was pending on the car. It
won't let me leave no stars! I say that because the sales man never replied when i called or text
and then tells me its sold a week later. Dealer wanted way over market value for vehicle. Vehicle
blue book at 4. Really nice place and great sales team to work with. Just wasn't interested in the
truck after I saw it in person. Great experience very easy to work with very comfortable setting
would and have recommend too others. Very easy to work with, if I left a message it would be
returned. When I went to look at the truck Travis our sales person was very accommodating, It
was nice because I hate going to dealers when they're all up in your face. I would recommend
somebody to go down and buy a truck from them. Great sales team and overall very up front
and great at communication. Purchased my Truck online and had it delivered. Colin R. He kept
me informed and updated me periodically until my vehicle was delivered. I'll be back fellas!
Always say they specialize in helping those with bad credit then turn ya down and email a lot
and try to get people to come and apply again right away. Took them 3 days to respond. I live 6
hours away. Once they knew I was almost in the bag they added 3k to the price claiming it was
some theft system that was already in the van and is their only profit off vehicle. Even if true
that is bad business. Will never look at this dealer and tell my friends stay away. Van is over
priced and then they have addons price comes to about more than high blue book they say they
do not negotiate. Class-leading towing and payload capacities, handsome profiles, plenty of
work-related add-ons and room to carry the whole crew are part of the reason. A true beast of
burden, the Ford F Super Duty full-size pickup truck is in a class by itself as the sole
one-and-a-half-ton pickup variant available for general consumer use. Furthermore, this
behemoth comes in only in the dual-rear-wheel DRW configuration with the standard 8. Finally,
all trims are delivered with the standard 6. Changes from the variations are negligible,
meanwhile, with a bit more towing and payload capacity the only noteworthy upgrades. The
lower trims are dedicated work vehicles with few concessions to creature comfort or
appearance, while the two higher trims sport a heady selection of standard cabin amenities and
exterior panache. Options are plentiful throughout the lineup, but tend to jack the already hefty
MSRP into the realm of opulence; sort of an oxymoron in the pickup-truck world. Ford does,
however, make available its popular SYNC and Work Solutions packages lineup-wide, both of
which are all but de rigueur for the modern workhorse. Make no mistake, this big pickup is
designed to be a working fool. Fuel economy is downright pitiful, the ride, though better than
some, will not be mistaken for a luxury sedan, and garaging this monster means a significant
addition to the house or the barn. This combo will put out some hp at 2, rpm and a whopping
lb-ft of torque at 1, rpm. Towing capacity tops out at 17, pounds with the standard straight hitch,
while the available gooseneck or fifth-wheel lash-ups will allow a max of 25, pounds. Economy
numbers for this potent mill are unavailable, somewhat of a tradition for these larger-than-life
vehicles. On a more positive note, an auxiliary transmission fluid cooler is standard with the
turbodiesel, while a brake hill-holder and rear limited-slip differential are also delivered with
each trim. The standard part-time 4WD configuration that graces all trims sports manual hi-lo
gear selection and manually locking hubs in the XL and XLT, while electronic hi-lo gear
selection and auto-locking hubs are standard in the Lariat and King Ranch versions, thereby
enabling true shift-on-the-fly capability. The 6-speed automatic also draws reviewer kudos in
allowing this Titanic-sized pickup to cruise uphill almost effortlessly while towing even the
heaviest load. More than a few reviewers also remark favorably on the unusual quietness in the
diesel at idle. Under heavy acceleration, however, the bombastic bluster from this hefty V8 has
reviewers wishing for just a bit more sound insulation in the cab. Finally, the part-time 4WD
system is lauded by reviewers as perfectly suited for semi-serious off-road travel. While the F
Super Duty will never be confused with anything but what it is, reviewers find it surprisingly
compliant on all but the most hard-hearted of roads. The standard inch painted alloy wheels that
equip all four trims mount all-season radials and are adept at cushioning most ruts and bumps.
Steering, on the other hand, is described by virtually all reviewers as numb and somewhat
ponderous. Like most of the breed, the F line sports a solid live-axle front and rear suspension
braced by front and rear stabilizer bars. Such a system is notable for toting heavy loads, but not
so much for its alacrity on twisty mountain roads or winding backwoods trails. Though the F
Super Duty lineup is more than adequately equipped for bushwacking, according to most
reviewers, the optional FX4 Off-Road Package, available trim-wide and with all-terrain tires, skid
plates, descent control and trail-taming Rancho shock absorbers, with electronic shift-on-the-fly
capability added to the lower two trims, allows this monster to feel right at home over even the
most demanding mountain trails. This dedicated workhorse sports standard step running
boards, along with a trailer hitch and wiring on the outside, with vinyl upholstery, telescoping
tilt-wheel steering and air conditioning endowing the cab. Moving up to the XLT trim begets a

chrome grille, cloth upholstery, remote power door locks, power windows and heated,
power-adjustable outside mirrors. Cruise control with steering-wheel-mounted controls also
grace this lower-midlevel trim, as does an MP3-capable single-CD player with four speakers and
phone pre-wiring. Climbing into the F Super Duty Lariat, prospective buyers will find such
added attractions as tubular running boards, premium leather upholstery, eight-way
power-adjustable front bucket seats with power lumbar support and digital keypad power door
locks. Added posh is provided by a leather-trimmed steering wheel and center console, with
simulated wood trim on the dash and doors, while dual-zone climate control, power-adjustable
pedals and rear parking sensors add a little extra comfort and convenience to the ride. The
flagship King Ranch takes only the best from its lesser siblings and adds some extra cabin
leather, multi-level-heated front seats, a universal remote garage door opener and a rear-view
camera to the list of standard goodies. Options are geared toward both work and comfort, with
lower trims eligible for many features found standard in the higher trims. A spray-in bedliner,
the Heavy-Service Suspension Package and a tailgate step are all handy extras, as is the
popular upfitter switch panel that allows added electrical devices to be installed. Reviewers laud
the roominess found in all F Super Duty trims, with many commenting favorably on the
under-seat secure stowage offered standard across the lineup. Doors, on the other hand, are
lauded as being wide enough for easy entry and exit, while seats are described as comfortable
in lower trims, downright plush in the higher trims. Most reviewers are quick to point out, as
well, that the standard running boards, found on all trims in either step or tubular form, are a
downright necessity for clambering into the high cab. The F Super Duty is one hefty pickup
truck, obviously a positive thing safety-wise, though perhaps not so much for the driver of
anything it hits. Nevertheless, all trims are equipped with 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS and
electronic brakeforce distribution, as well as traction control and Advance-Trac with Roll
Stability Control. Dual front side-mounted airbags, front and rear head airbags and the SOS
post-collision safety system are all standard across the lineup, while XLT and higher trims get a
standard remote antitheft alarm and turn-signal-integrated mirrors. In keeping with their
outsized profile, heavy-duty full-size pickups are rarely subjected to the rigorous testing
common to their lesser road-sharing brethren. Wallet-thumping fuel usage, an over-the-hill
cabin look and some dashboard display glitches leave a few owners frustrated with the F Super
Duty, though virtually all concede that they bought this truck for its muscle, not for its gas
mileage or its glitz. The huge turning radius takes some getting used to, at least from most
first-time owners, while the plastic oil pan leads to worries that a hefty ping from debris or rocks
might lead to some costly engine damage. Finally, a number of owners describe the 6-speed
automatic transmission as competent, though not without the occasional misstep. Finally, the
roomy cabin, comfy seats and, on the higher trims, the nearly extravagant comfort, convenience
and appearance bling, all combine to keep owners mighty happy with their super-size
workhorse. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Daniel. Bailey, CO
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller:
Mike. Heath, OH Message Seller. Private Seller: Michael. Mesa, AZ Message Seller. The Good.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Ford's heaviest-duty F truck carries over for completely
unchanged after receiving a new Ford-designed 6. While the Ford F lacks the choices provided
in the F and F , the F makes up for it in towing capacity. All F's come standard as Crew Cabs,
with an 8 foot bed, four-wheel drive, dual rear wheels, and with the 6. The diesel is mated
exclusively to a six-speed automatic transmission. The interior of the F ranges from the no-frills
vinyl-covered worker's special F XL, to lavishly equipped in the top-of-the-line F King Ranch.
Towing capacity is the same for all Fs; all can tow a maximum of 17, pounds from the hitch.
When equipped with the factory-installed fifth wheel, the F can tow a maximum of 24, lbs,
nearing the point at which some states require a commercial driver's license. Body style:
Pickup Engine: 6. Nothing is new on Ford's heaviest hauler, the F, for the model year. All Fs
come standard with the 6. The F is also only available in a four-door Crew Cab configuration,
with an 8-foot long bed. The trim levels remain the same as last year. The F's grille uses two
thick, solid horizontal bars in either black or chrome depending on trim level. All grilles sport a
huge inch-wide Ford blue oval right dead center. The hood of the F truck is notable for its power

dome, which was designed to allow clearance for the 6. Overall we found the interior of the F
shared with the F to be a rather pleasant place to be. On our First Drive of the F King Ranch, we
found that although it still rode like a truck, the ride was comfortable and quiet. We also found
the King Ranch's leather seats to be comfortable on the long haul, but without luring the driver
into a deep sleep. We also liked the driver's information screen, finding it both logical and easy
to use. While we have yet to test an F, we did test a similarly-equipped F King Ranch dually,
equipped with the same hp 6. In our testing, that F took 8. That same F stopped from 60 mph in
feet, also un-laden. We expect the F's performance to not be far off that mark. When equipped
with the factory-installed fifth wheel, the F can tow a maximum of 24, lbs, which is almost the
point where one needs a commercial driver's license in many states. The F comes standard with
AdvanceTrac traction control and roll stability control to prevent the top-heavy truck from
flipping. Surely to win favors among those who use their Fs to tow, all come standard with
Ford's Trailer Sway Control, which works to both prevent trailer sway and the lock up of the
trailer's brakes. To help tow heavy loads up steep grades, all Fs include standard hill start
assist to prevent rollback and a potential accident. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other
years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ford F Expert
Review motortrendauthor. Impressive on many fronts, but not without flaws. All Model Years
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Call At Napleton VW of Sanford you can buy with confidence as every pre-owned
vehicle gets a point inspection and Napleton Reconditioning Certification. We provide excellent
financing for everyone!!! This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership.
WE MAKE every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this
site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are subject to prior sale and
availability. NO wholesalers or dealer to dealer transactions. Because of our extremely low and
wholesale to public prices and high-volume vehicle. Clean car-fax! Purchase with confidence
since all of Ds' quality vehicles are thoroughly inspected. We stock and locate custom
high-quality cars in all price ranges for our customers and friends. Prices subject to change
without notice and do not include Title, License, Registration Fees, State or Local Taxes or
Processing Fees Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. After you submit your
application a salesperson will contact you to verify your information. Get Approved in 60 secs.
Apply Now! Lariat Package! Power Stroke Diesel! With it's Power Stroke 6. Go anywhere in any
type of weather with it's 4 wheel drive system! Extended warranties available. Almost all
vehicles come with a 3 month warranty or a balance of factory warranty! This vehicle has been
fully serviced inspected and completely detailed unless otherwise noted. Most vehicles are
available with up to a 48 month unlimited mile warranty! We offer low rate bank financing to
qualified applicants and have financing available for all credit types-even if you have been
turned down before!!! Call us at email us at kirk 1choiceautosales. We are closed on Sundays.
Please call prior to coming out to ensure availability of vehicle. Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel
Configuration: four wheel drive. Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: four
wheel drive. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is White with a
Gray Cloth interior. Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Its sharp ruby red metallic
tinted clear coat exterior pairs well with the black interior. Call today to test it out! Located at
Baglier Mazda Rear Camera All of our vehicles are Lenz Certified by passing a rigorous safety
inspection by our certified technicians. Each vehicle is prepped cosmetically and mechanically
and ready to be delivered! We can ship your truck anywhere in the United States. Contact us to
find out why Lenz Truck Center is selling a lot of trucks in a very different way. We attempt to
ensure every effort is made to assure the accuracy of these ads, however, errors may occur. We
will do our best to keep all information current and accurate; however the dealership should be
contacted for final pricing and availability. All prices are plus any applicable state taxes and
service fees. Check out this Ford F Super Duty 6. Has a sunroof. Equipped with a back up
camera. Luxurious leather interior. Very clean. It's the truck for you! We have videos up of this
truck on our Facebook and Instagram! Come in to Fresh Rides today this truck won't last long.
We understand your time is Valuable. We will do our best to offer a quick and painless buying
experience. Fresh Rides Inc. Visit our website We build your credit through the purchase of a
vehicle. We approve valued customers who have bankruptcies no credit divorces unresolved
bills hospital bills student loan and repossessions. Let us show you how we can help you. GAP
insurance protection available. Too busy to call? Drop us an email at support evolutioncars. We

are a proud Carfax Advantage Dealer! Ask to see the Carfax! All of our vehicles under , miles
may be eligible for a 30 Day and Miles Warranty! Additional Extended Warranties Available! All
major credit cards accepted! Get with your Inventory Specialist for more details! We do our best
to provide the most current and accurate information on your vehicle. However, we will not be
bound by or responsible for any error or misprint in our advertising. Verify any information
regarding value, existence and condition of your vehicle with your Inventory Specialist or an
Evolution Cars Sales Manager prior to purchase. However, you may purchase any one of the
items from us for a small fee. These fees are non-negotiable! Some third-party websites may
include these fees on their listings. Please get with your qualified Inventory Specialist to
confirm your final price. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Rating Good Price 1.
Bed Length Long Bed Rear Wheels Dual Rear Wheels Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Diesel Cylinders 8 cylinders Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. Price Drop. New Listing. Five Star Dealer.
Check Availability. Close Fresh Rides Inc. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Sign Up. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
monte carlo amazon
lexus es300 timing belt
ac compressor diagrams
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

